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Promoting the Prairie
Cornucopia: South Dakota
at the 1893 World's
Columbian Exposition

KAREN P. ZIMMERMAN

American promoters expected the World's Columbian Exposition
of 1893, named in commemoration of the four-hundredth anniversary of Columbus's voyage to the Americas, to surpass all previous
world's fairs in size and grandeur.^ Through it, they hoped to demonstrate the great industrial power of the United Statesand symbolize
the passing of leadership from the Old World to the New. Similarly,
boosters of the American West hoped that the fair's Chicago location would helptofocus the attention of the country on their region,
which needed immigrants to till the soil and build industry. Two
years before the fair opened. South Dakota governor Arthur C.
Mellette recognized its potential importance and urged legislators
1. Although multinational trade fairs had been held since the time of the ancient
Creeks, the first real "world's fair" opened in London's Hyde Park on 1 May 1851.
The development of modern engineering methods and improvements in mass communication and transportation had made it easier for each nation to show its most
progressive and representative achievements. Each fair also represented a narrower
national purpose through which the sponsoring country recognized something of
patriotic significance or some national achievement. For more background on the
significance of the world's fair in 1893, see Badger Reid, The Créai American Fair:
The World's Columbian Exposition & American Culture (Chicago: Nelson Hall, 1979).
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to provide funds for the new state to promote itself at the fair. "The
northwest will occupy no mean place in this grand exhibit," Mellette
told lawmakers gathered for the state's second legislative session.
"Coming as it does to our very door," he concluded, "bringing hither
the brightest representatives from all the nations of the earth, our
new state with her matchless resources cannot afford to deny herself
its benefits."^
In some ways, the Chicago world's fair could not have come at
a worse time for South Dakota. During its first year of statehood,
drought had ruined crops, threatening families in some counties
with starvation. Forced to solicit outside aid, the state had received
nearly forty thousand dollars in relief supplies by February 1890. Promoters of economic development in the young state found themselves in a bind. While realizing that the aid was necessary to keep
people in the state, they resented the adverse publicity the relief
generated and saw the Chicago fair as an opportunity to counter
2. South Dakota, Governor's Message to the Second Legislative Assembly (Pierre,
1891), p. 25.

The grandiose World's Columbian Exposition provided Soutti
Dakota promoters with an opportunity to showcase the new state.
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the image of South Dakota as a poor place to live.-' These optimists
believed the adversity was a short-term problem and that good
advertising could offset the effects of the drought and boost the
numbers of people willing to move to the state. Along with Governor Mellette, one of the chief advocates of South Dakota participation in the world's fair was its commissioner of immigration, Frank
H. Hagerty."
In April 1890, Hagerty sent a circular to various government officials and financial institutions, extolling the promotional opportunity the fair presented. Arguing that "immigration must equal or
exceed emigration" if South Dakota was to live up to its full potential, he emphasized the importance of using the event to advertise
the "undoubted advantages and resources of the State." Hagerty
proposed that a "South Dakota Immigration Headquarters" be
established at the fair from which promotional materials could be
distributed and where samples of agricultural and manufactured
products could be displayed. He appealed for funding and further
suggestions from members of the business, professional, banking,
real-estate, manufacturing, and mining communities.'^
In a report to the governor later that year, Hagerty stated that the
majority of those who responded to his appeal believed that the
maintenance of such an office was a state responsibility.*^ The immigration commissioner argued eloquently for the need for South
Dakota, asa brand-new state, to be represented in Chicago and listed
other states whose legislatures were already appropriating funds.
"To refuse great and surpassing opportunities to make our best
3. Gilbert C Fite, The Farmers' Frontier, 1865-1900 (New York: Holt, Rinehart &
Winston, 1966), p. 109. The front page of the 6 February 1890 issue of the Vermillion
Dakota Republican clearly illustrated the promoters' dilemma. One story, entitled
"Aid for South Dakota," announced that Governor Mellette had procured a pledge
of five thousand dollars in relief from the Chicago Board of Trade for Edmunds, Faulk,
and Spink counties. Three columns to the right was a story on the activities of a
committee formed in Watertown to refute what its members called exaggerated reports
of the effects of the drought. The group contended that the hard times were mostly
due to low prices and poor land management, not the soil or climate of the state.
For more ini'ormation on the economic impact of the drought, see Warren S. Tryon,
"Agriculture and Politics in South Dakota, 1889 to 1900," South Dakota Historical Collections 13 (1926); 284-310.
4. The position of immigration commissioner had been officially established in
1871 to draw settlers to Dakota Territory. For background on territorial boosterism,
see William H. Russell, "Promoters and Promotion Literature of Dakota Territory,"
South Dakota Historical Collections 26 (1952): 434-55.
5. South Dakota, First Annual Report of the Commissioner of Immigration and
Fx-officio State Statistician (Aberdeen, 1890), pp. 59-60.
6. Ibid., p. 60.
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possessions known," he warned, "is like hiding a light under a
bushel, or burying a talent in the ground." The consequences of
not allowing "our broad prairies, our fine and fair valleys, our rich
mines, our varied fieldsof enterprise" to speak for themselves would
be "disastrous to an extent absolutely appalling."'
Governor Mellette, in his message to the legislature in January
1891, echoed Hagerty's appeal, urging an appropriation sufficient
to erect a suitable building for exhibiting South Dakota's mineral
and agricultural resources." On 12 January, H. C Preston of Davison
County introduced Senate Bill No. 42, "an act to provide for the
collection, arrangement and display of the State of South Dakota
at the World's Columbian Exposition of 1893, and to make an appropriation therefore." The bill was immediately referred to the Committee on Appropriations." Throughout the 1891 session, the Pierre
Journal pressured lawmakers to "show a broad minded interest
equal to the occasion" and appropriate an adequate sum to send
South Dakota to the fair. The editor reprinted Hagerty's report to
the governor and declared South Dakota, "with her monument of
block tin," to be of importance comparable to one of Columbus's
ships, which had been scheduled for display in Chicago.^**
Citizen groups, meanwhile, went to work on their own plans. On
4 February, the State Board of Agriculture, the Fine Stock Breeders'
Association, and the State Dairy Association hosted a number of
other associations and alliances at an organizational meeting in
Pierre.'^ Naming themselves the "World's Fair Committee," the attendees elected Commissioner of Immigration Hagerty president
and unanimously endorsed a subcommittee's recommenclation for
"immediate measures to enable South Dakota to erect a creditable
building in which to exhibit her products." Before adjourning, the
group formed another subcommittee to confer with legislators
about passing the appropriation bill.'^
7. Ibid., pp. 62, 64.
8. Governor's Message to the Second Legislative Assembly, p. 25.
9. South Dakota, Legislature, Journal of the Senate, 1891, pp. 77-70. In a related
matter. State Senator Robert Dixon of Hamlin County introduced a joint resolution
on 17 January requesting "persons who may be appointed to represent the State
of South Dakota at the World's Fair" to use their ini'luence to have the fair closed
on Sunday, ibid., p. 287 The issue of the fair's Sunday hours was the subject of moral
debate all over the country and vras still unresolved when the fair began in May 1893.
After considerable legal maneuvering, the matter was eventually settled in favor of
the Sunday opening. Badger, Creat American Fair, pp. 93-94.
10. Pierre Journal, 15 Jan. 1891.
11. Ibid., 22 Jan. 1891.
12. Ibid., 5 Feb. 1891.
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By mid-February, the Pierre journal was using stronger language
in arguing for the appropriation. "Every member of the legislature
who does not favor the World's Fair bill should hesitate before he
casts his vote against it" the editor asserted. Financial times were
hard, he reminded readers, but "depressions of the present character are but temporary, and with the return of good times are soon
forgotten." Cautioning against false economy, he predicted that
"when our people visit the World's Fair, as thousands of them will.

Cov. Arthur C.
Mellette actively
promoted state
involvement at the
world's fair.

it will make them sick at heart to see [other states] ready to reap
the reward. . . . South Dakota may be slightly crippled but she is
not dead by any means."^^ On the day of the vote, the Vourna/warned
that failure to pass the bill would show other states that South
Dakota lacked confidence in itself. The editor also worried that the
appropriation, if made, would be too small to fund even a mediocre
13. Ibid., 12 Feb. 1891.
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exhibit. Criticizing the lawmakers' shortsightedness, he wrote, "It
is astonishing what a narrow, contracted view some men take of a
business proposition of this sort."'"*
In spite of pressure from newspaper editors, citizen groups, the
governor, and the commissioner of immigration, the legislature
failed by a vote of 69 to 17 to pass the world's fair bill. Thirty-eight
legislators simply failed to vote.^^ While the Vermillion Dakota Republican blamed the no-shows on illness, the Pierre Journal blasted those
who were opposed or indifferent as "not qualified to legislate for
a town ward, much less the great state of South Dakota.... Dakota
must be represented at the World's Fair and we have no doubt she
will, notwithstanding the stab she has received at the hands of her
friends.""'
With private citizens left to carry the ball, the Commercial Club
of Yankton quickly called for a convention to continue planning efforts for representation at the exposition. Governor Mellette threw
his support behind the private organizers by issuing a public appeal for increased support of citizen efforts.'^Thanks to the "skinflint
legislature," wrote the Pierre Journal editor, "the people are taking
holdof this matter, assuring] usa representation at Chicago beyond
a doubt"'^ At the meeting in Yankton on 27 May 1891, attendees
formed a commission consisting of two members from each judicial
district and two from the state at large who agreed to serve without
any compensation beyond actual expenses. Charged with convincing the governor to convene a special legislative session and persuading lawmakers to approve funding, the commissioners agreed
to raise one hundred thousand dollars themselves by subscription
if the attempt failed.'» A hopeful Pierre Journal editor wrote, "There
is no doubt that the intelligent and enterprising portion of the population desire an appropriate representation for South Dakota at
the world's fair, and are willing to pay for '\X."'^°
Even though Governor Mellette fully supported the fund-raising
efforts, he refused to call a special session, citing the poor condi14. Ibid., 5 Mar. 1891.
15. Vermillion Dakota Republican, 12 Mar. 1891.
16. Ibid.; Pierre journal, 12 Mar. 1891.
17. Vermillion Dakota Republican. 26 Mar. 1891; Broadside, "Headquarters, World's
Eair Convention Committee," Yankton, 25 Mar. 1891, South Dakota State Historical
Society, Pierre, S.Dak.; Pierre Journal, 2 Apr. 1891.
m Pierre Journal, 21 May 1891.
19. Covernor's Message to the Third Legislative Assembly, p. 16; Pierre Journal, 4
June 1891.
20. Pierre Journal, 4 June 1891.
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tion of the state treasury. However, in a move designed to provide
the group formed at Yankton with official status so that it could work
effectively with the national exposition commissions, Mellette
declared it the official South Dakota world's fair commission. Its
officers included Fred T. Fvans of Hot Springs, president; Oliver
Gibbs, jr., of Ramsey, general manager; and Robert B. Fisk of Gettysburg, secretary. Walter William Taylor, the state treasurer, also
served as commission treasurer.^^
Throughout the winter months, commission members actively
promoted their cause at various citizen gatherings. In appealing for
support. Secretary Fisk often referred to the generous appropriations the world's fair commissions of Minnesota, North Dakota,
Nebraska, Iowa, and Missouri had received from their respective
legislatures. He estimated that a minimum of eighty thousand dollars would be needed to cover the cost of constructing a South
Dakota building and producing an impressive display of the state's
"mineral resources, agricultural products, dairy interests, stock raising, horticulture, soils, geology, art, manufactures, building materials,
artesian power, irrigation and all other vital interests."^^
By spring, some newspapers in the state were accusing the commission members of having lined their own pockets from the paltry
sums they had thus far raised. Responding to cries that the governor should establish a new commission, the original board resigned,
and the commission was reorganized as a corporation in May 1892.
The new officers included prominent names from around the state,
including some who had served with the original group. Louis G.
Ochsenreiter of Webster served as president; Charles E. Hinds of
Woonsocket, vice-president; and Oliver Gibbs, Jr., of Ramsey, secretary. State Treasurer Taylor remained on as treasurer. Trustees included Fred T. Evans of Hot Springs, Sol Starr of Deadwood, C. V.
Gardiner of Piedmont, William M. Powers of Yankton, Thomas H.
Brown of Sioux Falls, and Pattison F. McClure of Pierre. The corporation's life span would be five years with a capital stock of one hundred thousand dollars, to be sold in shares of one dollar each. The
immediate task at hand was to raise twenty thousand dollars within
thirty days in order to retain the building site that had already been
21. Ibid., 5 Nov. 1891; Governor's Message to the Third Legislative Assembly, p, 16.
In 1895, Taylor gained notoriety for absconding with $367,000 from the state treasury.
He then fled to South America, where he spent several months before turning himself
in. Convicted of embezzlement, he served two years of a twenty-year sentence in
the state penitentiary. See C. Perry Armin, "A State Treasurer Defaults: The Taylor
Case of 1895," South Dakota History 15 (Fall 1985): 177-99.
22. Pierre Journal, 15 Oct. 1981.
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reserved at the Chicago fairgrounds. Each commissioner left the
organizational meeting with instructions to canvass his home territory for financial backing.^^
The women of the state had also been active during the year.
Although a woman's commission had been formed at the Yankton
convention in May 1891, Governor Mellette did not officially
acknowledge the group until January 1892, when he assigned it responsibility for assembling the state's educational and "liberal arts"
exhibits at the fair. Mrs. William Duff Haynie of Rapid City headed
the women's organization. Mrs. J. S. Oliver of Huron served as vicepresident; Mrs. Linnius Q. Jeffries of Pierre, secretary; and Mrs. John
E. Bennett of Clark, treasurer. The remaining Woman's Commission
members were Caroline F. Burleigh of Yankton, Emily D. Silsby of
Mitchell, Mrs. J. A. Trow of Madison, Marie J. Gaston of Deadwood,
and Margaret W. Mellette of Watertown. Joseph W. Mauck, president of the university at Vermillion, was appointed to superintend
the educational exhibit.^'*
Throughout 1892, both official commissions worked closely with
citizen groups around the state to collect money and plan the South
Dakota building and exhibits. The Woman's Commission sent a circular to the state's public schools naming 19 February 1892 World's
Fair Day and suggesting that all schools recognize the occasion with
patriotic essays, orations, declamations, and music. At the same time,
they recommended monetary donations of one dollar apiece from
county superintendents, fifty cents from principals and teachers,
and five cents from students. The effort raised nearly eleven hundred dollars. That summer, the women of Pierre declared "Fair
Week," during which they published a daily newspaper, the Columbian, and held a mock world's fair that included entertainment by
individuals portraying such "celebrities" as Christopher Columbus
and Jenny Lind. They succeeded in raising $345 for the cause.^^ The
Woman's Commission also issued a call for choice paintings, fine
sewing, and decorative work. Instructing contributors to be "careful
to avoid the commonplace as much as possible." The best of these
items were to represent the state's women in the South Dakota
Building, the Woman's Building, and the Liberal Arts Department
23. Ibid., 5, 12, 19 May 1892; Governor's Message to the Third Legislative Assembly.
p. 17. C. V. Gardiner replaced Gibbs as commission secretary in December 1892.
24. South Dakota Board of Woman's Commissioners, Circular, 11 Jan. 1892, Richardson Archives, I. D. Weeks Library, University of South Dakota, Vermillion, S.Dak.
Mauck's collection of circulars, bulletins, and other materials relating to the educational exhibit are also located at the Richardson Archives.
25. Ibid.; Governor's Message to the Third Legislative Assembly, p. 19; Pierre Journal, 11, 18, 25 Aug. 1892.
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at the fair.20 In addition, the group sought examples of work done
by women that was normally done by men, including books written by women and inventions patented by women.^^
Meanwhile, Joseph Mauck monitored the planning of the educational exhibit. In a report published in the South Dakota Educator,
he expressed pleasure with the space allocated to educational
displays, stating, "No previous exposition has even remotely approached that of 1893 in the importance accorded to education."^**
Fxhibit guidelines called for stucients nationwide to be given a common examination on 16 December 1892. They would copy their
answers onto special world's fair paper, which would then be bound
26. Pierre Journal, 21 July 1892.
27. Ibid., 25 Aug. 1892.
2a South Dakota Educator 5 (june 1892); 3. Mauck also reported on the exhibit in
the September and October 1892 issues of this p u b l i c a t i o n .

The Woman's Commission spent much of 1892 raising money
for the state's educational and "liberal arts" exhibits at the fair.
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for display. The South Dakota exhibit was also slated to include
maps, photographs, and students' drawings and manuscript
The state's schools played a role in the nationwide publicity program for the fair as well. On 21 July 1892, President Benjamin Harrison proclaimed 12 October, Columbus Day, a special national
holiday (the date was later changed to 21 October because New York
City insisted on celebrating its own anniversary on Columbus Day).
Every school in the United States received printed instructions for
a uniform program of events to begin at nine o'clock in the morning, the same time that dedication ceremonies for the grounds of
the World's Columbian Exposition were scheduled in Chicago.^"
By 25 August 1892, the South Dakota commissions had raised
enough money to begin construction of the South Dakota Building.
Chief architect Wallace L. Dow of Sioux Falls and advisory architect
Edward W. Van Meter of Aberdeen produced plans for a sixty-byone-hundred-foot, two-story building with a total floor space of
twelve thousand square feet. They projected that the exterior would
be complete for the October dedication of the fairgrounds, with
the interior completed during the winter.-"
In December 1892, the South Dakota World's Fair Commission
met with governor-elect Charles H. Sheldon to determine the dollar
amount of the appropriation request to be submitted during the
upcoming legislative session.-'•^ In his inaugural address on 3 January
1893, Covernor Sheldon requested the legislature to make a "suitable
appropriation" in order to complete the exhibits already begun and
to reimburse those citizens who had expended their own funds for
the South Dakota Building and displays.•'•' Later that month, Thomas
Fountain, a state Senator from Moody County, and C. Bie Ravndal,
a representative from Minnehaha County, introduced legislation
calling for money to fund a South Dakota exhibit at the fair.^''
The main debate in the legislature and in newspapers around the
state centered on the amount of the appropriation. When the state
senate approved an allocation of sixty-three thousand dollars, the
29. South Dakota Educator 5 {Oct. 1892): 2,4-5. The examination, instructions, and
bound volumes of student papers are In the Richardson Archives.
30. Ibid., pp. 13-17.
31. Pierre journal, 21 July, 1 Sept. 1892.
32. Pierre Journal. 15 Dec. 1892.
33. South Dakota, Legislature, Inaugural Address to the Third Legislative Assembly,
South Dakota (Pierre, 1892), p. 3.
M. Journal of the Senate, 1893, p. 80; South Dakota, Legislature, youma/oí ihe House,
1893, p. 275.
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Vermillion Dakota Republican objected, contending that plenty of
worthy institutions within the state needed the money. "Public spirit,
generosity and liberality is one thing," its editor wrote, "and extravagance is another."'*'^' Finally, on 16 February, the legislature passed
a bill giving fifty thousand dollars to the South Dakota World's Fair
Commission and ten thousand dollars to the Woman's Commission.
Still disturbed about the amount of the appropriation, the Vermillion
Dakota Republican grumbled that while the women might have
deserved ten thousand dollars for their hard work, a total of fifty
thousand for both groups would have been plenty. Some of the
World's Fair Commission members also believed that the Woman's
Commission had been allocated too much money. The men wanted
another twenty-five thousand dollars themselves in order to reimburse stockholders. Any amount paid back now would have to come
out of the fifty-thousand-dollar allocation.•^'^ At any rate, just a little
over two months before the World's Columbian Exposition was
35. Vermillion Dakota Republican. 9 Feb. 1893.
36. Ibid., 23 Feb., 16 Mar. 1893.
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scheduled to open, the state of South Dakota had finally made a
monetary commitment to promoting itself at the fair.
Tbe individualsalready at work on the building and exhibits continued their efforts. By 30 March, nearly the entire exhibit, including
five large boxes for the women's exhibit, was packed and ready for
shipping. In anticipation of the 1 May opening of the fair, the Vermillion Dakota Republican began running a series of illustrated columns, and some local businesses used the world's fair theme in
their advertising.^'' For the duration of the six-month-long exposition, newspapers around the state printed reports of visitors' expenses, sites to be seen, attendance figures, and the fair's financial
status.
The dedication of the South Dakota Building took place on 12 July
1893, several weeks after the fair's gates had opened to the public.^**
The program began with an appearance of Buffalo Bill's Wild West
Show, which included a number of Sioux Indian performers from
South Dakota. Only three years earlier, the events at Wounded Knee
had filled newspapers with negative publicity about the state of Indian affairs in South Dakota. One contemporary observer noted the
incongruity of the ceremonious occasion: "On the main floor, facing the speaker's stand, sat a group of Indians.... In the party were
Plenty Horses, Rocky Bear, No Neck, Standing Bear, Flat Iron and
High Bear. Plenty Horses was tried for murder after the late Sioux
outbreak, and there was also present the United States district attorney who prosecuted the famous
37. Ibid., 30 Mar. 1893. The special world's fair columns began in the 16 February
1893 issue of the Vermillion Dakota Republican and continued throughout the summer. The 2 March issue featured the South Dakota Building and exhibits, and the
27 July issue featured South Dakota's mineral exhibit in the Minesand Mining Building.
One advertisement that ran in the Republican between April and July 1893 publicized the Lee and Prentis clothing store in Vermillion, where "This World's Fair Year
we have purchased a mammoth and elegant stock of the new styles."
3& On this same date, historian Frederick iackson Turner presented his paper, 'The
Significance of the Frontier in American History," at a meeting of the American
Historical Association in Chicago. Turner's ideas continue to arouse debate o;ie hundred years later.
39, Jewell N. Halligan, Hatligan's Illustrated \/\tortd: A Portfolio of Photographic Wews
of the World's Columbian Exposition (London: Jewell N. Halligan Co., 1894), p. 224.
For information on American Indians at the Columbian Exposition and in Wild West
shows, see L. C. Moses, "Wild West Shows, Reformers, and the Image of the American
Indian, 1887-1914," South Dakota History 14 (Fall 1984): 193-221; L. C. Moses, "Indians
on the Midway: Wild West Shows and the Indian Bureau at World's Fairs, 1893-1904,"
South Dakota History 21 (Fall 1991): 205-229; and Robert Lee, "Warriors in Ranks:
American Indian Units in the Regular Army, 1891-1897," South Dakota History 21 (Fall
1991): 295-96, 314.
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Among the first to address the gathered dignitaries was Helen M.
Barker, who actively represented South Dakota on the fair's Board
of Lady Managers. Barker praised the women who had so efficiently raised money, created exhibits, and contributed in other ways to
the fair. In particular, she noted the contribution of a "Miss Bodkin"
from Watertown, whose design for the official seal of the Board of
Lady Managers had been chosen from entries in a nationwide contest. Likewise, a "Mrs. Bailey" of the Black Hills had been selected
from publishers across the country to edit the fair's official newspaper.^" In their dedication addresses. Governor Sheldon, Judge
Cornelius S. Palmer, and William B. Sterling paid glowing tribute
to South Dakota and its citizens. While the governor emphasized
the benefits of living in South Dakota, the state's recent hard times
appear to have modified his spirit of boosterism. Describing the
agricultural bounty displayed in the exhibit, he stated, "There is no
40. South Dakota, World's Fair Commission, South Dakota at the V^brld's Fair {1694),
p. 16. Most of the meeting minutes of the Board of Lady Managers are housed at
the Chicago Historical Society.

Officially opened in July 1893, the South
Dakota Building exhibited the bounty of the state.
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The South
Dakota
growers' exhibit in
the state building
displayed prime
product specimens.

Promoters cited
the tall corn
composing this arch
as proof of the
state's good soil and
moderate climate.
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!iiv jyin/lh Dakota Miller's Association used hsgi ot lioui tu produce
an imaginative exhibit for the agricultural building.

spot upon this continent where a farmer can perform more labor
than in South Dakota, nor where the reward for his labor is more
abundant/'^'
The abundance of the state's prairies and plains was certainly well
promoted in the South Dakota Building. The main exhibit hall held
over a hundred varieties of wheat, oats, and other cereals. An arch
made of fourteen-foot cornstalks loaded with large ears bore the
placard: "We want you to know that South Dakota is a corn state."
The promoters believed that a successful corn crop was the true
indicator of good soil and climate and that an impressive corn exhibit would favorably influence visitors' perceptions. The exhibitors
also emphasized fruit and other crops requiring a long growing
season. The state's wool growers likewise promoted their Industry,
providing a case filled with wool samples and topped by a large
mounted sheep.^In addition to the exhibits in the state building. South Dakota products appeared in several other locations at the fair. Columns com41. South Dakota at the World's Fair, p. 13.
42. Ibid., p. 3, plate xi.
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posed of native trees from the state and arches decorated with corn,
grasses, and grains defined the South Dakota pavilion in the Hall
of Agriculture. In the gallery of the agricultural building, the South
Dakota Millers' Association had used flour bags to fashion an archway connecting a fortress to a windmill. Judged among the best state
exhibits in the category. South Dakota's agricultural displays received
104 awards, including citations for the South Dakota Miller's Association exhibit and three displays of mineral water.^-'
The state's mining exhibits earned it another twenty-two awards.
Stone pillars and carved arches quarried in the Black Hills ringed
the South Dakota pavilion in the Mines and Mining Building, where
a large pyramid of tin ore and another of Homestake gold ore were
displayed."'* The fair's Executive Committee on Awards also praised
the "valuable and handsome" collective exhibit of building stone,
which included cubes of red and white sandstone and polished columns of Sioux quartzite, deeming it "very well executed."'*^ According to the official guidebook for the fair. South Dakota's exhibits
in both the Agriculture and Mining buildings were "particularly attractive."'*®
The awards committee granted the state thirty-five prizes in the
Liberal Arts category, which included the handiwork and educational
displays organized by the Woman's Committee. The state's collective educational exhibit won an award, as did work from several individual schools. A number of visitor comments recorded in the
guest book expressed surprise that a young state could have so many
schools with such high enrollments and high quality work.-*'
Perhaps the state's most unique exhibit, however, was the South
Dakota Building itself. While many of the fair's buildings had a
coating of "staff," a malleable stucco-like concoction used in creating
elaborate ornamentation, the South Dakota Building was covered
with Yankton Portland cement treated to give the appearance of
stone.•'^ One writer admired the way in which architect Wallace L.
Dow had designed the building with both a semicircular porch and

43. Ibid., pp. 3, 8, plate x.
44. Ibid., pp. 3-4, 8. At the time. South Dakota was the only tin-producing state,
and the Homestake was the nation's most extensive gold mine.
45. Ibid., p. 9.
46. John J. Flinn, Official Cuide to the Mör/c/'s Columbian Exposition (Chicago: Columbian Guide Co., 1893), p. 160.
47. South Dakota at the World's Fair, p. 8; J. W. Mauck, "Report of Superintendent
of Educational Exhibit," 22 |an. 1894, p. 3, Richardson Archives. The visitor's register
for the educational exhibit is also located there.
48. Flinn, Official Guide, pp. 37-38; South Dakota at the World's Fair, p. 2.
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The writer of the fair's official guidebook
judged South Dakota's agriculture exhibit (above) and
mining pavilion (below) "particularly attractive."
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a gallery, terming it "a somewhat novel architectural device."''^ Polished quartzite columns supported the arched porch of "Sioux Falls
quartzite" and "Black Hills sandstone." Besides the general exhibits,
the building housed men's and women's parlors and rest rooms,
a men's reading and smoking room, the secretary's offices, the
Woman's Commission offices, two janitors' rooms, a large check
room, and a storage room. The South Dakota world's fair commissioners were particularly pleased with the building's prime location

. .'er and stone, the South Dakota Building
was truly a product of the state's industries.

near the gate on the Fifty-seventh Street entrance, directly in the
path of all visitors who used that entrance.^"
The fair was nearing its end when another misfortune struck South
Dakota. On 15 October 1893, fire destroyed University Hall (Old
49. Halligan, Halligan's Illustrated World, p. 224
50. South Dakota at the World's Fair. p. 2.
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Main) at the state university in Vermiiiion. The loss of this vital facility,
which housed offices, classrooms, the library, and the museum,
threatened to close the institution. President Mauck immediately
wrote to the president of the South Dakota Board of Regents for
a letter of introduction to the World's Fair Board so that he could
request that materials from the South Dakota Building, which was
slated for destruction with the closing of the fair, could be saved
and used in building a new University Hall.'^' The fair board allowed

ihc South Dakota Building, shown here jtlvr its
dismantling, provided materials for a new University Hall at Vermillion.

Mauck to purchase the building for seventy-six dollars. He also retrieved display cases, maps, globes, and other classroom and museum materials as well as doors, windows, and railings from the
building. Architect Dow, who had designed the old University Hall
as well as the state building at the fair, used almost the entire South
Dakota Building in reconstruction, a net value to the university of
over twenty-five hundred dollars. Mauck also transferred the $79.10
remaining in the fair's educational exhibit fund to the university's
51. Mauck's letters relating to the retrieval of materials from the world's fair are
located in the University of South Dakota Presidents' Papers, University of South
Dakota Archives, I. D. Weeks Library.
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"Fire Benefit Fund," in part reimbursing his trip to Chicago to collect the materiais.^^
When the fair closed on 29 October 1893, even someof those who
had not been its most ardent supporters expressed a feeling of emptiness. "We shall be lonesome for a long time without the World's
Fair," pined the editor of the Vermillion Dakota Republican.^^ "It will
live as a glorious memory," stated another writer, "and long be
spoken of by this and coming generations as one of the greatest
marvels of the closing nineteenth century."^'' In all, one hundred
eighty thousand persons had signed the guest register in the South
Dakota Building, nearly twenty thousand of them South Dakotans.'^'^
In its final report to Governor Sheldon, the South Dakota World's
Fair Commission reviewed the hard work of the previous four years.
The long fight for a state appropriation had been engaged in "to
truthfully set forth the advantages of South Dakota, and thereby induce immigration to occupy our rich vacant lands, develope [sic]
our mines, and fill the various industrial positions incident to a
rapidly growing commonwealth." The group had attempted, to the
best of its ability, to "present our resources and advantages, but also
to correct as far as possible the erroneous impressions and prejudice which are generally associated in the public mind with a new
Whether or not South Dakota's presence at the fair induced immigrants to settle in the state cannot be determined with certainty.
Despite the Panic of 1893, low farm prices, and continued drought,
the state did gain a total of 2,167 people between 1890 and 1895."
What is certain is that both the state commissions and the tenacious
men and women who labored for three years on their own succeeded in constructing a building filled with exhibits that impressed
visitors and represented their new state with pride.
52. South Dakota at the World's Fair, pp. 41-42; ). W. Mauck, "Supplemental and
Final Report of Superintendent of South Dakota Educational Exhibit," 30 June 1894,
p. 2, Richardson Archives. Oral tradition holds that the pediments used in the new
building were taken from the South Dakota Building, but that tradition has never
been confirmed.
53. Vermillion Dakota Republican, 2 Nov. 1893.
54. Ibid., 12 Oct. 1893.
55. South Dakota at the World's Fair, p. 25.
56. Ibid., p. 2.
57. South Dakota, Census Report of South Dakota (Redfield, 1895), p. 65.
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